
 
 
 

1. un bolígrafo a pen* (We have two words for pen on our list.) 
2. un borrador a whiteboard eraser 
3. una calculadora a calculator 
4. una carpeta a folder 
5. una computadora a computer 
6. un cuaderno a notebook 
7. un crayón a crayon 
8. un escritorio a teacher desk 
9. un estudiante a (male) student 
10. una estudiante a (female) student 
11. una goma a pencil eraser 
12. una hoja de papel a piece of paper 
13. un lápiz a pencil 
14. un libro a book 
15. un marcador a marker 
16. una mesa a table 
17. una mochila a book bag, backpack 
18. una pizarra (blanca) a whiteboard 
19. una pluma a pen*(We have two words for pen on our list.) 

    20.un profesor a (male) teacher  
21. una profesora a (female) teacher 
22.una puerta a door 
23.un pupitre a student desk 
24.una silla a chair 
25.unas tijeras some scissors 
26.una ventana a window 

 
Bonus Vocabulary 

(una botella de) agua (a bottle of) water 
un caramelo / dulce a (piece of) candy  
un chicle (a piece of) gum 
(un poco de) chocolate (some) chocolate 



Are you familiar with the differences between British English and American 
English? 
 
Here is an example:  
In the UK, you play football; in the US, you play soccer. 
 
See how many you know.  
 

1. In the UK, you eat biscuits; in the US, you eat ________________. 

2. In the UK, you take a lift; in the US, you take an ______________. 

3. In the UK, you go to the cinema; in the US, you go to the ______. 

4. In the UK, you wear trousers; in the US, you wear ____________. 

5. In the UK, you put petrol in your car; in the US, you put in _____. 

6. In the UK, you live in a flat; in the US, you live in an __________. 

7. In the UK, you wait in a queue; in the US, you wait in a ________. 

 

Spanish may vary depending on 
which country you are in as well. 
There may be other words for some 
of the Spanish words we are 
teaching you.    
 
To the left you can see that there 
are as many as 12 different ways to 

say the word “pen”. 


